Gili True Platinum Couple Bands: A Perfect Choice for the Wedding Season
Jewellery crafted with a rare and precious metal is perfect for a unique milestone
Matching sets symbolise the harmony between two partners
Mumbai, May 8: To coincide with the advent of the wedding season, Gili, the pioneer of
branded diamond jewellery in India, has introduced a new range of designs for its Gili True
Platium Couple Bands collection. The designs in the new collection of matching paired bands
are the ideal choice for young couples who are entering a relationship that is pure and eternal.
Platinum's special properties make it the ideal metal for premium jewellery that celebrates
special milestones like engagements and weddings. As a metal that is pure, rare, and eternal,
platinum jewellery not only offers an extra shine and a superior finish, it is also the perfect
symbol of a young love that is based on pure love which flows straight from the heart.
Gili True Platinum with its stylish and mesmerising designs in diamonds and platinum, offers the
contemporary elegance and grace that young Indian couples seek as they commemorate one of
the most special days in their lives.
The Couple Bands collection has sets of matching rings in pure platinum. The unique nature of
the design is how closely they complement each other – the complete picture is revealed only
when both rings are paired; with the two separate pieces seeming to fill the ‘gaps’ in each other.
Could there be a better way to capture the essence of a marital bonding, the coming together of
two individuals as a strongly united couple? Truly, the perfect way to symbolise the everlasting
nature of a relationship and the bond that you share today..... and for eternity. Designs start at
Rs. 26,950
Gili True Platinum Couple Bands are available at popular lifestyle retail stores such as Shoppers
Stop, Globus, etc, as well as through Exclusive stores.
To locate a store closest to you, please call on 18001024480/82

